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ABSTRACT: Hybrid DNA-protein nanogels represent potential protein vectors and enzymatic 

nanoreactors for modern biotechnology. Here we describe new, easy and robust method for 

preparation of tunable DNA-protein nanogels with controllable size and density. For this purpose, 

polymerase chain reaction (PCR) is used to prepare highly biotinylated DNA as soft biopolymeric 

backbone which can be efficiently cross-linked via streptavidin-biotin binding. This approach 

enables to control both density and size of the resulting nanogels not only by adjusting the amount 

of the cross-linking streptavidin, but also by using different rates of DNA biotinylation, to give 

DNA-streptavidin nanogels with size ranging from 80 nm, for the most compact state, to up to 200 

nm. Furthermore, using streptavidin-enzyme conjugates allows the straightforward one-pot 

incorporation of enzymes during the preparation of the nanogels. Monoenzymatic and 

multienzymatic nanogels have been obtained in this manner and their catalytic activities 

characterized. All tested enzymes (alkaline phosphatase (AP), horseradish peroxidase (HRP), β-

galactosidase (βGal), incorporated individually or in a coupled manner (glucose oxidase (GOx)-
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HRP cascade), were shown to remain functional. The activities of AP and βGal were unchanged, 

while that of the HRP was slightly improved inside the nanogels. We demonstrate that for the HRP 

it is not the DNA-to-enzyme ratio, but the physical density of the functionalized DNA nanogels 

which is responsible of the improvement of its enzymatic activity. 

 

DNA nanogels, functionalization, DNA-protein conjugates, enzymatic activity, streptavidin-biotin 

binding 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Besides encoding genetic information, DNA combines a series of properties that make it a 

particularly versatile and useful materials.1 Highly charged and semi-flexible, DNA is water-

soluble and biocompatible polyelectrolyte. Not only it can be biosourced, it also offers the 

possibility to be synthesized of virtually any size and sequence. Finally, unique programmability 

of DNA through sequence-specific base-pairing enables controlled assembly and functionality of 

various DNA nanostructures.2–4 As a consequence, a number of DNA-based materials have been 

extensively described in literature, such as organized DNA structures (e.g. DNA origamis,5,6 

nanostructures made from DNA tiles or bricks,7,8 DNA nanogrids,4 etc.), or more disordered 

structures (e.g. DNA-grafted polymers or DNA-based hydrogels).9,10 Recently, DNA nanogels 

(DNA NGs) emerged in this field due to the possibility of combining dense 3D nanogel 

network,11,12 with specific properties of DNA, resulting in a new class of biomaterials promising 

for biomedical applications such as gene and drug delivery.13 To broaden their applications, DNA 

NGs have been further functionalized, with various entities such as siRNA for gene delivery,14,15 

aptamers for specific binding to biomarkers16 or biologically active substance for drug delivery.17 
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Although enzymes and other proteins can be incorporated into DNA nanostructures,18 up to now 

there is only one reported example of DNA NGs containing protein19 and, to the best of our 

knowledge, DNA NGs carrying active enzymes have never been described in literature. 

Here we propose a new method for the preparation of DNA NGs having the advantage to be 

easily functionalizable with a large number of active proteins and, in particular, enzymes. Our 

strategy is based on the cross-linking of multibiotinylated DNA backbone with streptavidin 

proteins. This approach has been recently explored to induce cross-linking within a giant DNA 

scaffold biotinylated by photochemical binding of psoralene-biotin conjugate, but because of the 

low biotinylation efficiency the resulting micrometer-size objects had a loose density.20 To obtain 

nanosized and dense DNA-streptavidin gels the use of short and highly biotinylated DNA scaffold 

was thus required. The preparation of such scaffolds was achieved by Polymerase Chain Reaction 

(PCR), an enzymatic technique consisting in DNA amplification through multiple consecutive 

steps of denaturation and replication of selected DNA fragments by DNA polymerase in presence 

of a mixture of deoxynucleotide triphosphates (dNTP).21 Largely used tool in molecular biology, 

PCR for instance found applications for quantification of nucleic acids (qPCR, dPCR),22,23 

reporting of proteins in Elisa technique (IPCR),24 genotyping (ARMS-PCR),25 and even for 

introducing covalent modifications in the DNA duplex, for instance biotin residues,26,27 but has 

not been explored much for the preparation of DNA-based material. 

We thus developed new hybrid DNA-based nanobiomaterials by combining highly efficient 

DNA biotinylation via PCR with specific streptavidin-biotin binding,28 explored the 

functionalization of the resulting DNA-streptavidin nanogels either with individual enzymes or 

with a mixture of different enzymes, and evaluated the activities of the incorporated enzymes for 

different cross-linking densities of DNA nanogels. 
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2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.1 Materials 

Biotinylated primers, streptavidin, D-(+)-Glucose, isopropanol and DMSO were purchased from 

Merck Sigma-Aldrich. Biotin-16-dCTP and dNTP nucleotides were from Jena Bioscience. Q5 

polymerase, Gel Loading Dye and Nuclease Digestion Mix were from NEB. Streptavidin 

conjugated with alkaline-phosphatase (AP), horseradish peroxidase (HRP) and β-galactosidase 

(βGal) together with the corresponding substrates (DDAO phosphate (DDAO-P), Amplex 

UltraRed reagent and DDAO-galactoside (DDAO-G) respectively) were from Invitrogen. 

Streptavidin Alexa Fluor 555 conjugate and FluoReporter Biotin Quantitation Assay Kit were from 

Invitrogen. Deionized MQ water (18 MΩ cm) was from Millipore and Nuclease free water not 

DEPC (Ambion) was from Invitrogen. Quiaquick gel extraction kit was from Quiagen. 

Streptavidin-Glucose Oxidase protein was from MyBioSource. 

 

2.2 Preparation of multibiotinylated DNA (bt-DNA) by PCR 

3480 bp DNA fragments were amplified from plasmid template (T7-ubiD-YFP from Mathieu 

Morel) by PCR in presence of 5’-biotinylated forward (5’-[bt]AGGGCGACACGGAAATGTTG) 

and reverse (5’-[bt]AGCTTGGAGCGAACGACCTA) primers. 20 μL reaction solutions were 

assembled on ice with the following final composition: 50 µM of each dNTPs, 50 ng of DNA 

template, 0.5 μM of each primer, 8 % v/v DMSO and 0.2 μL of 2000 U/mL Q5 DNA polymerase 

in 1x Q5 buffer (New England BioLabs Inc.). Biotin-16-dCTP (bt-dCTP) was added to the PCR 

mixture by substituting 50%, 25%, 5% or 0% of the non-biotinylated dCTP in the PCR mixture. 

Then, after a first step at 98 °C for 30 s, 30 cycles (98 °C for 10 s, 60 °C for 20 s, 72 °C for 3 min) 

were performed followed by a last step at 72 °C for 5 min. The purity of amplified DNA was 
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checked by depositing 20 µL of the PCR sample with 4 µL of 6x Gel Loading Dye into a 1 % 

agarose gel with 2.5 μL of Midori Green Advanced and the gel was run in a BioRad electrophoresis 

device (Figure S1). For simplicity, the resulting DNA fragments are named according to the initial 

composition of PCR reaction mixture: 50%bt-DNA, 25%bt-DNA, 5%bt-DNA and 0%bt-DNA. 

Corresponding bt-DNA bands were then cut out from agarose gel, purified with Quiaquick gel 

extraction kit and resuspended in nuclease free water. The concentrations of the resulting DNA 

fragments were determined by absorption using BioPhotometer plus spectrophotometer 

(Eppendorf).  

 

2.3 Biotin quantitation in bt-DNA 

Digestion. Before detecting biotin concentrations by HABA assay, the DNA sample was first 

digested with DNA nuclease in order to separate all bound to DNA biotin residues. The digestion 

was performed in triplicates for 1 hour at 37 °C by 1X Nucleoside Digestion Mix (New England 

BioLabs Inc.) in 1X NaAc-ZnCl2 buffer. The final DNA concentrations for digestion were adjusted 

for each bt-DNA to contain approximately the same amount of biotin, i.e. 13.2 µM, 45.2 µM and 

127.6 µM in phosphates for 50%bt-DNA 25%bt-DNA and 5%bt-DNA respectively. 

FluoReporter Biotin Quantitation Assay. FluoReporter Assay is based on the displacement of 

a quenching ligand from the biotin binding sites on fluorescent streptavidine. The decrease of 

fluorescence quenching can thus be followed by fluorescence spectroscopy. To prepare the 

calibration curve, increasing concentrations of bt-dCTP were prepared in 1X NaAc-ZnCl2 buffer 

(0 ; 0.2 ; 0.4 ; 0.6 ; 0.8 ; 1.0 ; 1.2 and 1.6 µM). 25 μL of each digested bt-DNA sample and the 

calibration bt-dCTP solutions were loaded in 96 well plate and 25μL of FluoReport Green reagent 

was added. Samples were then incubated for 5 minutes at RT protected from light and fluorescence 
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was measured with a qPCR machine at λex = 470 nm and λem = 520 nm. All the samples as well as 

calibration solutions were triplicated and the average values were then used for data analysis. The 

calibration curve obtained for different bt-dCTP solutions was fitted (from 0 to 0.4 μM final bt-

dCTP concentration) with power allometric2 equation in Origin software (y = a+b[biotin]c), and 

the obtained equation was then used to determine biotin concentrations in the digested bt-DNA 

samples from their average fluorescence intensity. Biotin quantification assay was triplicated for 

3 different PCR biotinylation reactions. 

 

2.4 Preparation of DNA-streptavidin nanogels 

In a typical experiment, bt-DNA (at final concentration of 1μM in phosphates) was mixed on ice 

with increasing concentrations of streptavidin (from 0 to 100 nM) in 10 mM Tris/HCl buffer (pH 

7.4) prepared in nuclease free water. We used 52.8 kDa molecular mass of streptavidin to calculate 

of its molar concentrations. The solutions were then incubated on ice for 1 hour to allow the 

formation of nanogels prior to further investigations or observations. 

 

2.5 Monoenzyme-functionalized DNA nanogels 

Preparation. Functionalized DNA nanogels were prepared at 1μM final phosphates 

concentration of 50%bt-DNA in 10 mM Tris/HCl buffer (pH 7.4) in presence of 10 nM of 

streptavidin-enzyme conjugates for streptavidin-HRP (sHRP, MW 96,8 kDa) or streptavidin-AP 

(sAP, MW 192,8 kDa) and 1 nM of streptavidin-ß-galactosidase (sßGal, MW 572.8 kDa) in 

presence of 19 nM of streptavidin at a final volume 50 µL. For control experiments, the 

streptavidin-enzyme conjugates were mixed in the same conditions with non-biotinylated 0% bt-

DNA (1µM in phosphates), or with 10 mM Tris/HCl buffer. For sßGal an additional control 
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without streptavidin was performed. All these solutions were prepared in triplicates. All samples 

were then incubated on ice for 2 hours to allow the formation of enzyme functionalized nanogels. 

Molecular weights of streptavidin-enzyme conjugates were considered as the sum of the molecular 

weights of streptavidin (52.8kDa) and individual enzymes (44, 140 and 520 kDa). 

Enzymatic activity measurements. After formation of the nanogels, they were diluted with 10 

mM Tris/HCl buffer to 0.5 nM final concentration of streptavidin-enzyme conjugates and 

incubated at different temperatures (0°C (on ice), 25°C, 37°C or 50°C) for 1 hour. Then, 50 μL of 

each sample (in triplicate) were loaded into a 96 black well plate and 50 μL of Amplex UltraRed, 

50 μL of 20 μM DDAO-P substrate or 50 µL of 150 µM DDAO-G were respectively added to 

sHRP, sAP or sßGal samples in order to reach 0.25 nM final enzyme concentrations in each well. 

Enzymatic reactions were then monitored by fluorescence at 30°C during 1.5 hours with a plate 

reader (BioTek) with λex = 530 nm and λem = 590 nm for sHRP and λex = 590 nm and λem = 645 

nm for both sAP and sßGal. The efficiency of enzymatic reactions was measured as the initial 

slopes of fluorescence versus time. As reference of the enzymatic activity, fresh sHRP, sAP or 

sßGal enzymes were used. They were unfrozen and diluted to 0.5 nM in 10 mM Tris/HCl buffer 

right before adding substrates into all sample and control mixtures. The initial fluorescence slopes 

for these reference samples was taken as 100% enzymatic activity.  

 

2.6 Effect of nanogels densities on HRP activity 

Fixed enzyme concentration. A fixed concentration of sHRP (20 nM final concentration) was 

mixed in triplicates with 1 μM (in phospates) with different biotinylated DNA (50%bt-DNA, 

25%bt-DNA or 5%bt-DNA) in 10 mM Tris/HCl buffer. In control experiments, non-biotinylated 

0%bt-DNA, or 10 mM Tris/HCl buffer alone were used instead of the bt-DNA.  
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Fixed enzyme/biotin ratio. In order to keep the ratio of streptavidin-enzyme conjugates to biotin 

residues on bt-DNA, the final concentration of sHRP was adjusted for each bt-DNA. The nanogels 

were formed from 1 µM final phosphate concentrations of 50%bt-DNA, 25%bt-DNA and 5%bt-

DNA in 10 mM Tris/HCl buffer in presence of 20 nM, 13 nM and 2 nM sHRP respectively. The 

corresponding controls (sHRP in presence of non-biotinylated DNA and sHRP alone) have been 

also prepared for each enzyme concentration.  

All samples were then incubated on ice for 2 hours, diluted with 10 mM Tris/HCl, and the 

activity of HRP enzyme was measured as previously mentioned at a final sHRP concentration of 

0.25 nM.   

 

2.7 Multienzyme-functionalized nanogels 

Preparation. Multienzyme-NGs were prepared by adding a mixture of sHRP, sAP and sßGal 

(9.5, 9.5 and 1nM final concentrations) to 50%bt-DNA (1 μM final concentration in phosphates) 

in 10 mM Tris/HCl buffer (pH 7.4) for a final volume 50 µL. For control experiments in absence 

of DNA, the streptavidin-enzyme conjugates were mixed in the same conditions with 10 mM 

Tris/HCl buffer. Samples were incubated on ice for 1 hours to allow the formation of nanogels. 

All solutions were prepared in triplicate. 

Enzymatic activity measurements. The enzymatic activity assays were measured separately for 

each of the three enzymes. Multienzyme-NGs were diluted with 10 mM Tris/HCl buffer to 0.5 nM 

final concentration of the tested enzyme. Then, 50 μL of each sample (in triplicate) were loaded 

into a 96 black well plate and 50 μL of Amplex UltraRed, 50 μL of 20 μM DDAO-P substrate or 

50 µL of 150 µM DDAO-G were respectively added to multienzyme-NGs to assay the enzymatic 

activities of sHRP, sAP or sßGal, in order to reach 0.25 nM final enzyme concentrations for the 
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tested enzyme. Enzymatic reactions were monitored by fluorescence at 30°C during 1 hour with a 

plate reader (BioTek) with λex = 530 nm and λem = 590 nm for sHRP and λex = 590 nm and λem = 

645 nm for both sAP and sßGal. The efficiency of enzymatic reactions was measured as the initial 

slopes of fluorescence versus time. As reference of the enzymatic activity, a fresh mixture of sHRP, 

sAP or sßGal enzymes was used. The enzyme-streptavidin conjugates were unfrozen and diluted 

to 0.5 nM in 10 mM Tris/HCl buffer right before adding substrates into all sample and control 

mixtures. The initial fluorescence slopes for the reference samples was taken as 100% enzymatic 

activity.  

 

2.8 Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) 

Freshly cleaved mica slides (Potassium aluminosilicate (Muscovite Mica) from Goodfellow) 

were treated for 3 minutes with 30 μL of 1 mM spermine solution in MQ water, and the excess of 

spermine was removed by intensive washing with MQ water. 50 μL of sample was then deposited 

on the treated mica, and nanogels were let to adsorb during 1 hour in wet atmosphere at room 

temperature. After adsorption, the mica slides were washed again with MQ water and dried under 

the jet of compressed air. AFM measurements were performed on the dried samples using a 5100 

Atomic Force Microscope (Agilent Technologies-Molecular Imaging) or Cypher ES Atomic Force 

Microscope (Oxford Instruments) in the tapping mode using silicon cantilever (Applied 

NanoStructures-FORT) with a resonance frequency of 43-81 kHz and Spring constant of 0.6-3.7 

N/m.  
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2.9 ζ-potential measurements 

Nanogels were prepared at 1μM final phosphates concentration of 50%bt-DNA in 10 mM Tris/HCl 

buffer (pH 7.4) in presence of increasing concentrations of streptavidin ([strep] = 0, 25, 50, 75 and 

100 nM) and incubated on ice for 1 hour. ζ-potential was then measured for these solutions in 

triplicate with Zetasizer Nano-ZS (Malvern Instruments) at 25°C. As control, ζ-potential of free 

streptavidin was measured at [strep] = 1 µM. An aliquot of each sample was kept for AFM imaging 

in air. Freshly cleaved mica slides were treated with 1 mM poly-L-lysine (PLL) for 3 min and the 

nanogel samples were let to adsorb before been rinsed and dried with compressed air. They were 

then imaged with a 5100 Atomic Force microscope (Agilent Technologies - Molecular Imaging) 

in air.  

 

2.10 Height profile analysis of denser nanogels at optimal streptavidin concentration 

The heights of the nanogels formed from 50%bt-DNA, 25%bt-DNA and 5%bt-DNA at [strep] 

= 25 nM, 15 nM and 5 nM respectively were analyzed in two different ways. A) Average maximum 

height was calculated using Gwyddion software. The grain analysis was performed on one 2x2 

µm2 AFM image for each sample. The height threshold was adjusted to select the nanogel particles, 

and resulting objects were filtered by area and edge-touching options. The average maximum 

height (Max Z) and root mean square deviation (RMS) were then calculated for the selected 

nanogel particles. B) The 3D profiles of the nanogels were obtained on Cypher software from 2x2 

µm2 AFM images (Figure S7). 
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2.11 Frequency distribution of Feret diameter 

Typically, the frequency distribution of Feret diameters of individual objects detected on two 

AFM 5x5 µm2 images for each condition were obtained either by manual measurement of the 

longest distance between two opposite points within the same object or by automated analysis with 

Fiji ImageJ software. At least 200 objects per sample were analyzed. For Fiji analysis, edge-

touching objects and object smaller than 0.001 µm were removed from the counts and the Otsu 

threshold was applied. Independently on the method of measurement, the resulting data is given 

in the manuscript as long-axis length L. 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

To establish multiple intramolecular cross-links within multibiotinylated DNA (bt-DNA) we 

exploited streptavidin/biotin binding which is considered to be the strongest known non-covalent 

interaction with the binding constant Ka = 2.5 x 1013 M-1.29 Preparation of the bt-DNA backbone 

is schematically described in the Figure 1A. 3480 base-pair (bp) double-stranded  DNA fragments 

were first amplified from a plasmid DNA by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) in presence of 

synthetic biotinylated deoxycytidine triphosphate nucleotide (bt-dCTP) having the biotin moiety 

bound through a 16-atom linker to the C5 position of cytidine. Different amounts of the bt-dCTP 

were used in PCR (%bt-dCTP = [bt-dCTP]/([bt-dCTP]+[dCTP]) = 50%, 25%, 5% and 0%) to 

obtain bt-DNA of controlled biotinylation rates. In addition, 5’-biotinylated PCR primers were 

used to ensure the presence of biotin residues at each extremity of the resulting biotinylated DNA 

in order to avoid the prominence of free DNA ends from nanogel particles. The successful 

incorporation of the bt-dCTP into the DNA amplicons was first assessed by observing a decrease 

of migration in agarose gel electrophoresis of the bt-DNA compared to the non-biotinylated DNA 
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(Figure S1).30,31 The amplified DNA fragments were then purified by extraction of the 

corresponding bands from the agarose gel, and their biotinylation rates were analyzed by 

fluorescent biotin quantitation assay after DNA digestion with nuclease.32 This digestion step 

ensured the detection of the totality of individual biotin residues by avoiding possible interferences 

due to both steric and electrostatic effects of the DNA duplex (Figure S2). The biotinylation 

efficiency in amplified DNA was measured for different ratios of biotinylated dCTP (%bt-dCTP) 

in the PCR mix (Figure 1B). For simplicity, the resulting bt-DNA were named accordingly to the 

%bt-dCTP used for their preparation: 50%bt-DNA, 25%bt-DNA and 5%bt-DNA correspond to 

the bt-DNA obtained in presence of 50%, 25% and 5% of bt-dCTP respectively. Figure 1B 

demonstrates that using higher %bt-dCTP led to more efficient DNA biotinylation. At maximum 

incorporation, the resulting 50%bt-DNA had in average 1 biotin every 9 base pairs. DNA is a semi-

flexible polylectrolyte with a monomer size of around 0.34 nm and a persistence length of 50 nm, 

thus ensuring a local stiffness at a distance larger than inter-biotin distance. By assuming a random 

incorporation of biotin during PCR, this density corresponds to an average distance of around 3 

nm between two consecutive biotins. This value is comparable with the size of streptavidin protein 

itself having the radius of gyration of ∼2.2 nm, and the maximum length considering all its 

orientations of ∼6.5 nm.33 For 25%bt- and 5%bt-DNA the measured biotinylation efficiency 

corresponds to the average distance between 2 biotins along the DNA of 10 nm and 30 nm, 

respectively. 
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Figure 1. Preparation of DNA-streptavidin nanogels. A) Scheme of preparation of 

multibiotinylated 3480 bp DNA scaffold (bt-DNA) by PCR reaction in presence of varied amounts 

(50%, 25% or 5%) of biotinylated dCTP (bt-dCTP); %bt-dCTP=[bt-dCTP]/([bt-dCTP]+[dCTP]). 

B) Measured DNA biotinylation by PCR in presence of 50%, 25% or 5% of bt-dCTP expressed as 

the number of base pairs per 1 biotin residue actually incorparated in the backbone (bp/bt). C) 

Adding streptavidin to the resulting bt-DNA induces folding into nanogel structures through 

multiple cross-linking via streptavidin-biotin interactions.  

 

We then investigated the morphology of the structures formed by bt-DNA of different 

biotinylation densities in presence of increasing streptavidin concentrations [strep] (Figures 1C 

and 2). The experiments were performed as follows. Streptavidin was added to a fixed 

concentration (1 µM in phosphate groups) of 50%bt-DNA, 25%bt-DNA or 5%bt-DNA in 10 mM 
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Tris/HCl buffer (pH 7.4) at 0°C following by immediate mixing of the samples. After 1 hour of 

incubation on ice, the samples were adsorbed on the surface of spermine-treated mica substrate, 

rinsed, dried and then observed by Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM). The corresponding AFM 

images are shown in the Figure 2A and Figures S3-S5. In absence of streptavidin, all the bt-DNA 

appear as long, stretched out polymer coils having rather homogeneous height of 0.34 ± 0.08 nm, 

in agreement with previous measurements of dried double-stranded DNA on mica substrate.34–37 

Addition of small amounts of streptavidin induced the appearance of clearly distinguishable 

streptavidin cross-linking points (see the [strep] = 1 nM for 50%bt-DNA condition in the Figure 

S5) with a typical height of 2.1 ± 0.4 nm.36 Upon increase of [strep] two regimes could be observed. 

In the first one, the number of observed streptavidin per chain increased which was accompanied 

by a compaction of the structures. Whereas in the second one, the amount of bound streptavidin 

continued to increase but the structures extended again demonstrating the saturation of the biotin 

residues with streptavidin molecules. AFM enabled to measure the long-axis length (L) of the 

observed structures defined as their maximal Feret diameter. While length distributions were broad 

(Figure S6), the evolution of the average values <L> with increasing [strep] could be extracted 

(Figure 2B, Table S2). Upon increasing [strep], for all three biotinylation conditions a progressive 

compaction of bt-DNA was observed until the most compact state was reached, after which any 

further addition of streptavidin led to the larger nanogel structures. We could thus define an optimal 

streptavidin concentration [strep]* at which the nanogels had the smallest apparent size. For 5%bt, 

25%bt- and 50%bt-DNA the [strep]* was found at 5 nM, 15 nM and 25 nM respectively. For all 

bt-DNA this corresponded to similar biotin-to-streptavidin ratios ranging between 1:1 and 1:2, 

which indicated that the system was controlled by strong and almost quantitative biotin-

streptavidin binding. For instance, for 50%bt-DNA, if one assumed that all streptavidin molecules 
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were binding to DNA, this condition corresponded to ~170 streptavidins per one DNA molecule. 

The average size of the NG at [strep]* also depended on the DNA biotinylation density (Figures 

2B, 2C and S6). For 5%bt-DNA the size distribution at [strep]* was rather broad (Figure S6C) 

with the average long-axis length <L> = 201 ± 91 nm. The size distributions were sharper for both 

25%bt-DNA and 50%bt-DNA (Figure S6A,B), and the corresponding <L> were found to be 105 

± 33 nm and 83 ± 28 nm respectively, showing that higher number of cross-links could be formed 

within bt-DNA of stronger biotinylation rates. Finally, AFM enabled to characterize the height of 

the adsorbed objects. NGs observed for 50%bt-DNA at [strep]* corresponded to the objects of 

higher topography (Figure S7), and thus represented less deformable structures upon adsorption 

and drying. In particular, the maximum heights of the NGs formed from 50%, 25% and 5% bt-

DNA at [strep]* were found to be 13.1 ± 3.0 nm, 6.8 ± 1.7 nm and 2.9 ± 0.4 nm respectively when 

imaged on dried substrate. 
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Figure 2. Effect of biotinylation density of bt-DNA on the size and morphology of DNA-

streptavidin nanogels. A) AFM observation of different bt-DNA (50%, 25% and 5%bt-DNA) in 

presence of increasing streptavidin concentrations. Images contoured with color squares indicate 

the streptavidin concentration at which the most compact structures were formed. All AFM images 

are 1 x 1 µm2 size. The heigth scale is adjusted for each image. B) Size evolution of DNA-

streptavidin nanogels as funciton of [strep] determined as mean long-axis length <L> of the 
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observed structures. C) Distributions of the long-axis lengths L for the most compact nanogels 

corresponding to the contoured images in (A). [bt-DNA] = 1 µM in phosphate groups. 

 

Thermal and temporal stabilities were then assessed for the NGs formed from 50%bt-DNA at 

[strep] = 50 nM. We found that the NGs kept their structure up to temperatures of 70-80°C (Figure 

S8), but they were prone to aggregate when simply kept at 4°C in less than 2 days (Figure S9A,B). 

However, much more stable structures were obtained in presence of higher streptavidin 

concentration ([strep] = 100 nM). In these conditions, even after 1 month of incubation at 4°C the 

NGs did not aggregate, and only slightly loosened their structure (Figure S9C,D). These results 

can be explained by the presence of both streptavidin molecules and available biotin moieties on 

the surface of the NGs at [strep] close to the [strep]* thus making possible the inter-NG 

streptavidin-biotin binding. Further increase of [strep] led to the saturation of all biotin residues 

and hindered such binding. By zetametry analysis, we found that the zeta-potential of 50%bt-DNA 

did not vary upon addition of streptavidin (Figure S10). Because streptavidin did not affect the 

charge of DNA, the nanogels remained negatively charged upon compaction of the bt-DNA. As a 

consequence, despite their small size, this conferred them strong colloidal stability in the 

conditions where streptavidin-biotin interactions between the nanogel particles were strongly 

limited (e.g., with excess of streptavidin).    

 

An advantage of streptavidin-induced DNA cross-linking lies in the possibility to incorporate 

any chemical or biological entity conjugated to streptavidin directly during the preparation of the 

nanogels. We thus applied this approach for functionalization of the DNA NGs with enzymes. 

First, streptavidin conjugated with alkaline phosphatase (sAP) or horseradish peroxidase (sHRP) 
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enzymes were mixed with 50%bt-DNA and incubated on ice for 2 hours to enable the formation 

of the nanogels. We used smaller concentrations of 10 nM for sAP and sHRP compared to the 

[strep]* for 50%bt-DNA (25 nM) in order to decrease the presence of enzymes unbound to DNA. 

In these conditions, evaluation of sAP loading efficiency by precipitating the NGs with 

isopropanol (Fig. S11A,B) and measuring the enzymatic activity of the supernatant (Fig. S11C) 

indicated that at least 76% of the enzyme were bound to the NGs (Figure S11D). AFM 

observations confirmed successful preparation of DNA-streptavidin-enzyme NGs for sAP and 

sHRP having 157 ± 49 nm and 162 ± 48 nm long-axis length respectively (Figures 3A left, 3B left 

and S12). The catalytic activity of the enzymes incorporated into the nanogels was then measured 

after additional 1 hour incubation on ice and compared with the activities of the control samples, 

i.e., the enzymes in absence of DNA (free streptavidin-enzyme conjugates) and enzymes in 

presence of non-biotinylated 0%bt-DNA (Figures 3A right and 3B right, 0°C condition). All 

enzymatic activities (EA) were then related to the activity of fresh enzymes unfrozen right before 

the measurements and not subjected to the incubation step, whose EA was taken to be 100%. 
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Figure 3. Enzymatic activities at different temperatures of nanogels functionalized with 

alkaline phosphatase (AP), horseradish peroxidase (HRP) and β-galactosidase (βGal) 

enzymes. Typical AFM images (left) and enzymatic activities after incubation for 1 hour at 

different temperatures (right) for nanogels functionalized with AP (A), HRP (B) and βGal (C). The 

nanogels are formed from 50%bt-DNA (1 µM in phosphates) in presence of A) 10 nM of sAP, B) 

10 nM of sHRP and C) 1 nM of sβGal and 19 nM of streptavidin. The AFM images are 1.5 x 1.5 

µm2. The insets on the AFM images show the corresponding distributions of the long axis length 

L of the nanogels. The activity of enzymes incorporated into the nanogels (enzyme nanogels) is 

compared with those in presence of non-biotinylated DNA (enzyme + 0%bt-DNA), in absence of 

DNA (enzyme alone), and for sβGal in presence of streptavidine (sβGal + strep). For each sample 
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the measured EA was related to the reference EA of the corresponding freshly unfrozen enzyme 

whose activity was takens as 100%. 

 

The results show that the enzymes remained active upon incorporation into the NGs. Compared 

to the EA of freshly unfrozen enzyme, the activity of the sAP incorporated into the NG slightly 

decreased to 75% after 3 hours of incubation on ice. The same decrease was observed in the 

corresponding control samples showing that the properties and stability of the sAP were not 

affected by the DNA NGs (Figure 3A, right). Interestingly, in the same conditions an EA higher 

than in the control samples was observed for the HRP incorporated into the NGs (Figure 3B, right). 

Indeed, the activity of free sHRP and sHRP in presence of non-biotinylated 0%bt-DNA decreased 

down to 26% and 24% respectively, indicating relatively rapid degradation of the enzyme even 

after incubation on ice, whereas when incorporated into the nanogels the sHRP demonstrated 73% 

of its initial activity. Effect of DNA on the activities of conjugated enzymes has been reported in 

the literature, and enhancement of the activity of enzymes by DNA conjugation has been shown 

for several enzymes,18,38 especially for HRP.20,39–43 Recently, enhancement of the EA for HRP 

anchored on DNA nanostructures was explained by the local decrease of pH in close proximity to 

DNA compared to that in the bulk solution.44,45 In our experiments EA was never observed to be 

over 100%, so we cannot conclude on the existence of such an enhancement, but the decrease of 

EA was much slower for HRP incorporated into the nanogels compared to the enzyme alone. This 

could be a consequence of two effects: i) either a weak enhancement due to the favorable local 

ionic microenvironment inside the DNA nanogel, or ii) stabilization of the enzyme molecules 

against thermal degradation, aggregation or adsorption by incorporating them into the nanogel 

structure. To investigate this phenomenon, the same measurements were performed for the 
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functionalized NGs after incubations at higher temperatures (Figure 3A,B, right). The EA of sAP 

gradually decreased upon incubation at higher temperatures, and after 1 hour of incubation at 50°C 

reached 34%, and this independently on the absence or presence of the bt-DNA. Whereas after 

incubation at 50°C the sHRP incorporated into the NGs kept 46% of its activity, while the EA of 

free sHRP as well as of sHRP in presence of 0%bt-DNA dropped down to 7%. The smaller 

decrease of the EA for the incorporated HRP at increased temperatures confirmed the effect of 

stabilization of enzymes inside the nanogels without eliminating the possibility of intrinsic 

enhancement inside the NG micro-environment. 

 

HRP and AP represent examples of small and medium-size enzymes (44 and 140 kDa, 

respectively). We then considered the situation of a much larger protein by introducing β-

galactosidase, a tetrameric enzyme of 520 kDa, into the NGs. When streptavidin-β-galactosidase 

conjugate (sβGal) alone was mixed with 50%bt-DNA the scarce structures observed by AFM had 

different, less globular, aspect than the previously observed nanogels (Figure S13). We thus opted 

for another strategy where the bulky sβGal was “diluted” with non-conjugated streptavidin during 

the formation of the NGs. Figures 3C left and S14 show the successful preparation of NGs with 

average long-axis length of 114 ± 58 nm. Enzyme loading efficiency was evaluated to be at least 

95% (Figure S11E,F), and the analysis of the EA for the incorporated βGal (Figure 3C, right) 

demonstrates similar behavior to the AP enzyme. The incorporation into the DNA NGs did not 

affect its activity, and upon incubation at increasing temperatures, the EA of sβGal progressively 

decreased independently on the presence or absence of the bt-DNA. 

In order to shed light on the smaller decrease of the EA for HRP-functionalized NGs, we 

investigated the effect of density of the NGs on their catalytic activity. NGs were formed either at 
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a fixed enzyme/DNA ratio or at a fixed enzyme/biotin ratio. For this purpose, a constant amount 

of 50%, 25% or 5%bt-DNA (1 µM in phosphate groups) was mixed either with a constant sHRP 

concentration ([sHRP] = 20 nM), or with sHRP concentration proportional to the number of biotins 

on the DNA (i.e. [sHRP] = 20 nM, 13 nM and 2 nM for 50%, 25% and 5%bt-DNA respectively).  

 

 

 

Figure 4. Effect of density of DNA nanogels on the enzymatic activity of HRP. A) AFM images 

and B) Corresponding box plot distribution of the long-axis lengths L for sHRP-functionalized 

DNA nanogels formed from 5%bt-, 25%bt- or 50%-btDNA (1 µM in phosphate groups) in 

presence of 20 nM, 13 nM or 2 nM of sHRP. The box is determined by the 25th and 75th 

percentiles of the L values. Horizontal lines and squared dots in the box correspond the the median 

and average values respectively, and the whiskers are determined by the 5th and 95th percentiles. 

C) Comparison of the enzymatic activities of sHRP incorporated into the corresponding nanogels 

with the activities of the sHRP alone and of the sHRP in presence of non-biotinylated 0%bt-DNA. 
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D) sHRP enzymatic activity as function of the average long-axis lengths of the corresponding 

nanogels. 

 

AFM observation of the resulting structures (Figures 4A and S15) and the corresponding box 

plot distributions of the long-axis length L (Figure 4B) demonstrate different apparent sizes of the 

nanogels formed in these conditions. For the fixed enzyme/DNA ratio ([sHRP] = 20 nM), 

increasing the DNA biotinylation rate led to the formation of smaller NGs, whereas the decrease 

of [sHRP] in proportion to the biotin density on the bt-DNA led to loosening of the NGs structure 

and increase of their <L>. The EA of HRP was then measured in the NGs formed in the different 

conditions (Figure 4C). Figure 4D shows the enzymatic activity plotted as function of the average 

long-axis lengths of sHRP-functionalized NGs. Independently of the condition (fixed 

enzyme/DNA or enzyme/biotin ratio), all the points followed the same trend demonstrating clear 

correlation between the %EA of sHRP and the size of the functionalized NGs. Any detectable 

enhancement of the EA was observed even when DNA-to-enzyme ratio increased by a factor of 

10 ([sHRP] = 2 nM condition). In this case local density of DNA was probably too small to enable 

efficient concentration of H+ and other cations in the proximity of the enzyme. It is thus not the 

amount of DNA present in the NG per enzyme, but the physical density of the NGs which is 

responsible for the smaller decrease of the EA of the incorporated HRP upon incubation. This 

observation corroborates with the idea of more favorable local ionic composition (particularly of 

the pH) inside denser DNA nanostructures.44  

 

Finally, due to the presence of a large number of protein cross-links inside each nanogel particle, 

we explored the possibility to obtain multi-enzymatic nanoreactors by introducing not one but 
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several types of enzyme-streptavidin conjugates (Figure 5A). A mixture of independent enzymes 

(sAP, sHRP and sβGal) of 20 nM final molar concentration (9.5, 9.5 and 1 nM respectively) was 

added to a solution of 50%bt-DNA in the usual conditions. AFM observations of the resulting 

sample (Figures 5B and S16) confirmed successful preparation of structures having average long-

axis length <L> = 137 ± 56 nm. The activities of the three enzymes after 1 hour incubation at 0°C 

was then assessed by adding corresponding substrates in separate measurements. In order to keep 

the buffer compositions constant, in control experiment the EA were measured in a mixture of 

sAP, sHRP and sβGal (9.5, 9.5 and 1 nM respectively) and all the EA were related to the EA of a 

mixture of freshly unfrozen enzymes. The results given in the Figure 5C show that all enzymes 

kept their activities in the multienzymatic NGs.  

 

 

 

Figure 5. Preparation and catalytic activities of multienzymatic AP-HRP-βGal nanogels. A) 

Scheme of preparation of multienzymatic nanogels based on simultaneous mixing of three 
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streptavidin-enzyme conjugates with bt-DNA. B) Typical AFM image and corresponding 

distribution of the long axis length L of nanogels formed from 50%bt-DNA (1 µM in phosphates) 

in presence of sAP (9.5 nM), sHRP (9.5 nM) and sβGal (1 nM) conjugates. The AFM image is 1.5 

x 1.5 µm2. C) Activities (EA) of each enzyme in the multyenzyme NGs after incubation for 1 hour 

at 0°C. The activity of enzymes incorporated into the nanogels (NG) is compared with those of a 

mixture of sAP, sHRP and sβGal in absence of DNA (ctr).  

 

Moreover, the EA of the incorporated enzymes demonstrated similarities with the corresponding 

mono-enzymatic NGs (Figure 3). Both AP and βGal kept their activities unchanged, whereas the 

loose of the EA of the incorporated sHRP upon incubation was again smaller compared with the 

free sHRP. All these observations thus confirm successful preparation of catalytically active multi-

enzymatic nanoreactors based on strongly cross-linked DNA nanogel scaffold. This approach has 

been finally used to implement coupled enzymes (glucose oxidase (GOx)-HRP) into the DNA 

NGs (Figure S17). Upon oxidation of glucose by GOx, hydrogen peroxide was formed in situ and 

then used by HRP to oxidize its substrate.45–49 Successful incorporation of both enzymes into the 

NGs was demonstrated by AFM (Figure S17A,B), and measurements of the enzymatic activity of 

HRP upon addition of glucose demonstrated that in the used conditions GOx-HRP cascade kept 

its efficiency unchanged within the NGs (Figure S17,C). 

 

Overall due to the high efficiency of DNA biotinylation by PCR, dense DNA nanogel particles 

could be obtained containing ~100 crosslinking streptavidin molecules. By using a mixture of 

streptavidin-enzyme conjugates we demonstrated successful multifunctionalization of these 

nanogels with different enzymes that could work independently or coupled to each other. Finally, 
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the presence of high number of streptavidin crosslinks can enable introducing larger number of 

different functions into the nanogels to give not only complex multienzymatic systems, but also 

nanogels carrying other functional entities, such as antibodies, aptamers, quantum dots or magnetic 

nanoparticles.  

 

4. Conclusions 

In conclusion, we developed new method for preparation of ~100 nm DNA nanogels based on 

streptavidin-biotin interaction as a source of cross-linking. Due to the possibility to easily control 

both the biotinylation rate of DNA by PCR and the biotin/streptavidin ratio during the nanogel 

preparation, the nanogels with tunable sizes and cross-linking densities could be obtained. Here 

we used DNA of a fixed length but decorated with controllable number of biotin residues. PCR, 

however, enabled straightforward control of the length of the amplified DNA which gave access 

to the nanogels of fixed cross-linking density but controllable size. Due to the protein-based cross-

linking approach, the resulting DNA-streptavidin nanogels were shown to be easily 

functionalizable with enzymes. Monoenzymatic and multienzymatic nanogels have thus been 

obtained and the catalytic activities of the incorporated enzymes were found either to be kept 

unchanged (alkaline phosphatase, β-galactosidase, HRP-GOx cascade), or to be improved by the 

nanogel microenvironment (horseradish peroxidase) offering a protection against degradation 

(horseradish peroxidase). These biocompatible enzymatic nanoreactors thus constitute a novel 

platform for preparation of complex multifunctional systems and pave the way toward storage, 

transportation and transfection into the cells of a large number of active enzymes within 

nanometric gel particles.  
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